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Abstract- Digital disruption is real, it is happening now,
and it has started to disrupt every aspect of the business
and affect every company and industry. The extent,
speed, and stakes of market change are all increasing.
IMD Studies reveal that 4 of the top 10 market leaders
on an average will be displaced by digital disruption in
the next five years. Time to disruption is increasing –
40% of customers feel like they will be disrupted within
1-3 years. More than 80 percent of all companies say
digital disruption will have a significant impact on their
businesses. However, most organizations struggle to
transform. Nearly, 90% of digital transformations fail
to meet expectations. Based on the studies and
observation I have done; I am going to share some key
pointers on how we should go about digital
transformation.

WHAT IS DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION?
Digital business transformation is a journey to adopt
and deploy digital technologies and business models
to improve performance quantifiably. Companies
predominantly focus on below three areas as part of
the digital transformation.
 Transform business models
 Increase the value for customer
 Accelerate our pace of innovation
At present, mobile phones dominate total minutes
spent online. Consumers majorly use the mobile
phones to search for online products, read e-mails,
browse the internet, and buy products.

2) How they buy from the company
3) How companies can maximize value for customers
WHAT CUSTOMERS BUY:
Sales managers and Product managers know that
customers want an easy, consistent, and scalable way
to consume products and services. Customers also
want new service offerings to help them innovate
their business models and achieve digital outcomes.
HOW CUSTOMERS BUY IT:
Companies should think of offering new
consumption models which will allow customers to
access all of our innovation at a lower cost of
ownership. Additionally, companies may offer new
buying programs that provide a more digital
experience and tighter relationship with the company.
HOW COMPANIES CAN MAXIMIZE VALUE
FOR CUSTOMERS:
Companies should invest in the ability to support
customers through the entire value lifecycle of a
product. Companies should build an entire
organization around customer success and improving
customers’ and partners’ ability to extract value from
company’s products and services.

Changing customer expectations require three areas
of business model innovation.
Looking at business model innovation more closely,
there are three key areas for any companies to focus.
1) What customers buy
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It is understood that a company’s journey to
transformation involves
overcoming specific
obstacles that will vary depending on the technology
and the use case for deployment. Companies should
start designing targeted services that map to these
steps across a variety of use cases and architectures.
The obstacles a company faces in transformation are
unique to the specific technologies and use cases for
which you are deploying the technology
Key course in client experience is to help an
organization through these obstructions with focused
administrations that length an assortment of
utilization cases and models
As an organization, you have to characterize the
correct design for your business needs and afterward
actualize and receive the particular advances
empower esteem acknowledgment.
Each progression along your excursion is basic to get
directly so as to carry an incentive to your business,
your representatives and your clients. You have to
perceive the significance of each stage and that the
necessity for each stage changes by use case and
innovation.
Transformation starts with an arrangement, including
a vision and methodology dependent on
demonstrated ideas. As an organization, you may
have structured and constructed the absolute
generally unpredictable and complex systems on the
world and you should saddle that experience and
information to assist you with understanding your
technique and execute the correct answers for make
your vision reality.
You should onboard new technology solutions into
your IT operations teams, as well as facilitate user
adoption. These steps are both important to achieving
business value from your solution(s).
Optimize is where you can identify where to
automate, how to gain insights from your network
data, and how to keep your network running
smoothly and efficiently. Expertise at this stage of
your journey helps reduce risks caused by slow
performance, issues, and can even prevent outages.
No matter what stage of the journey you are in, you
can always accelerate your vision while reducing
risk. Once you know your business well, you can
proactively accelerate your success.
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The IT staff to device ratio is around 1:200 for highly
regulated industries and a little over to 1:300 for less
regulated industries. This is about what we saw with
user ratios, but why is that number so low?
Assuming linear scale, it becomes clear that we need
to change the way our networks and things are
configured and deployed. For the bank, even if each
device only required 10 minutes to onboard, it would
take 450 man-years to simply deploy the devices.
Now imagine a city like New York that has about
50,000 employees and roughly 200 IT personnel.
What happens when every streetlight, traffic signal,
parking meter, dustbin, vehicle, water meter, power
meter, and building is fully digitized?
This extension is driving central changes that sway
each space of the IT framework. Individuals talk
about how the world is "moving" to the cloud, yet we
express it's growing to the cloud in light of the fact
that the old registering models are still near and will
endure for quite a while. Indeed, even centralized
servers are still being used, on the grounds that the
dangers and expenses of change are viewed as
excessively high as a rule.
There are numerous clouds with various qualities to
serve various requirements, and we don't anticipate
that that should change at any point in the near future.
Why are organizations growing their outstanding
tasks at hand to the cloud? Since the economies are
changing as the innovation is evolving. All things
considered, as Amazon, Microsoft, Google and others
gain scale, it might turn out to be substantially less
costly for you to pick a cloud alternative than to
assemble your own server farms. This is hugely
affecting how we manufacture organizing.
Four or five years prior, when we discussed "cloud,"
it was thought of as something that was solid – it was
outer to your organization, and there weren't
numerous decisions accessible.
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We live in a totally different condition today. There
are numerous cloud suppliers offering diverse offers
that can make a divided domain. It's unpredictable to
oversee, and information is hard to control.
As a company, plan a approach to deal with that
condition, permitting similar administrations to dwell
on private, open, and hybrid clouds.
DIGITAL SUPPLY CHAIN ADVANTAGES IN A
CRISIS
Say, we have a massive flooding situation in the state
Florida of US, due to which Miami, one of the largest
distributions and manufacturing hub is shut down.
Huge volume of orders for customers get held up.
What do we do in this case?

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION - ESSENTIALS
Below are the essentials and differentiating factors in
digital transformation.

Below are essential skills required to make a
successful digital transformation.

SOLUTION:
 Digitization of supply-chain operations
 Use of big data analytics and mobility
 Near-real-time order visibility across supply
 chain operations
 Usage of order visibility tool drives fast recovery
 from disruptions
 In matter of days, priority orders identified
 and shipped to customers
BENEFITS:
 Eliminates email and Excel status reporting
 Instant access to and visibility into order info
 Fast, proactive decision-making
CHALLENGES:
 Growing
client
requests,
exponential
development of gadgets, and the presentation of
programmability are
making framework
progressively hard to oversee.
 To address these complexities and stay
important, IT must digitize the administrations it
offers. Clients ought to have the option to
expend and satisfy benefits consequently – with
a positive encounter that meets or surpasses
those offered by AWS, Google, and Apple.
 For IT framework associations involved
fundamentally
of
regulatory
centered
workforces, the progress toward this product
driven outlook represents a particularly
noteworthy test.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
Transform your business model
A more connected, lifecycle-oriented approach that
delivers consumption model choice and new business
outcomes
Increase the value of the network
A multi-domain architecture that securely connects
any user, on any device, on any network to any
application
Accelerate your pace of innovation
A holistic digital architecture that powers our
ecosystem with resilience and agility
CONCLUSION
It is important to understand that digital
transformation is not a “metamorphosis” or a “fromto” transition. Rather, successful transformation
necessitates that all organizations ceaselessly adjust.
Be available to change your computerized business
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and working models to assist clients with
accomplishing more prominent spryness, speed, and
seriousness. Be prepared to put resources into
research to take your advancement to the following
level to profit your clients, accomplices, investors,
and workers.
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